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Whole-genome duplication produces massive duplicated blocks in plant genomes. Sharing appreciable sequence simi-
larity, duplicated blocks may have been affected by illegitimate recombination. However, large-scale evaluation of ille-
gitimate recombination in plant genomes has not been possible previously. Here, based on comparative and phylogenetic
analysis of the sequenced genomes of rice and sorghum, we report evidence of extensive and long-lasting recombination
between duplicated blocks. We estimated that at least 5.5% and 4.1% of rice and sorghum duplicated genes have been
affected by nonreciprocal recombination (gene conversion) over nearly their full length after rice–sorghum divergence,
while even more (8.7% and 8.1%, respectively) have been converted over portions of their length. We found that con-
version occurs in higher frequency toward the terminal regions of chromosomes, and expression patterns of converted
genes are more positively correlated than nonconverted ones. Though converted paralogs are more similar to one an-
other than nonconverted ones, elevated nucleotide differences between rice–sorghum orthologs indicates that they have
evolved at a faster rate, implying that recombination acts as an accelerating, rather than a conservative, element. The
converted genes show no change in selection pressure. We also found no evidence that conversion contributed to
guanine-cytosine (GC) content elevation.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]

Genetic recombination is important for DNA repair and for

crossovers between homologous sequences. As a driving force of

biological evolution, it is a major source of genetic novelties, such

as new alleles and combinations of alleles (Puchta et al. 1996),

which may permit adaptation to environmental changes. During

meiosis, homologous chromosomes may recombine reciprocally,

while during mitosis in somatic cells recombination can be in-

duced by DNA damage. However, recombination, especially ille-

gitimate recombination between paralogous loci, may produce

severe chromosomal lesions characterized by various DNA rear-

rangements, which are often deleterious, but may also contribute

to elimination of deleterious mutations (Khakhlova and Bock

2006). In plants, both meiotic and mitotic recombination out-

comes can be transferred to the offspring, due to the lack of

a predetermined germline. Paralogous recombination can be

reciprocal or nonreciprocal. Reciprocal recombination involves

symmetrical exchange of genetic information between paralogous

loci. Nonreciprocal recombination involves unidirectional trans-

fer of information from one locus to its paralogous counterparts,

resulting in gene conversion (Datta et al. 1997).

In model organisms, much research has been performed to

better understand how sequence divergence affects the frequency

of recombination. Sequence divergence may limit the frequency,

length, and stability of early heteroduplex intermediates formed

during recombination, dramatically reducing the recombination

frequency (Stambuk and Radman 1998). Research with a reporter

system in Arabidopsis indicated that, relative to the homologous

sequences, there was a fourfold to 20-fold decrease in the re-

combination frequency in lines with constructs containing 0.5%–

9% sequence divergence (Li et al. 2006). In maize, the bronze (bz)

gene is a recombination hotspot, and analysis of meiotic re-

combination between heteroallelic pairs of bz mutations reveals

both insertion mutation and sequence divergence to affect the

distribution of intragenic recombination events (Dooner and

Martinez-Ferez 1997). Adjacent retrotransposons abruptly de-

crease recombination rates in the bz locus (Fu et al. 2002). With

seven tomato lines, recombination frequency at two adjacent

intervals on chromosome 6 was characterized (Liharska et al.

1996). When the entire chromosomal arm of tomato (Lycopersicon

esculentum) was replaced with chromatin of Lycopersicon pimpi-

nellifolium, a related species, or with that of Lycopersicon peruvia-

num, a relatively distant species, up to a sixfold decrease in

recombination frequency was observed.

The vast quantity of duplicated sequences in plants produces

many opportunities for nonreciprocal recombination or gene

conversion. Paleopolyploidy is one of the main sources of dupli-

cated sequences in plants. With the accumulation of genome

sequences, recurrent polyploidies were uncovered in many plant

genomes (Tang et al. 2008a). It was inferred that most if not all

angiosperms were affected by whole-genome duplication (WGD)

(Bowers et al. 2003). A WGD~70 million years ago (Mya) is

common to key cereals, including the sequenced grasses, rice,

and sorghum, which diverged ~20 My after the WGD (Paterson

et al. 2004). Soon after WGD, multiple homologous chromo-

somes could compete to pair and recombine with one another.

‘‘Genome turmoil’’ including massive DNA loss and restructuring

(Bowers et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2005) might contribute to di-

vergence among once-homologous chromosomes, perhaps also

causing chromosomal rearrangements (Paterson et al. 2004).
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This may typically lead to diploidization, with neo-homologous

chromosomes being formed. Thereafter, recombination could

occur mainly between the neo-homologous chromosomes, while

being restricted between paralogous chromosomes/chromosomal

segments due to previous rearrangements, and gradual sequence

divergence. Nonetheless, recombination, literally termed as ille-

gitimate, might still infrequently occur between paralogs, perhaps

accounting for occasional multivalent chromosome pairings ob-

served in some extant diploids. However, an evaluation of the

frequency and pattern of possible recombination between paral-

ogous sequences produced by WGD has not been available.

Using a comparative and phylogenomic approach, the pres-

ent research explores possible illegitimate recombination between

duplicated genes in rice and sorghum produced by the WGD in

their common ancestor. Here, we report our findings about the

pattern and frequency of illegitimate recombination by answer-

ing the following questions: (1) Has there been illegitimate re-

combination since rice–sorghum divergence, occurring about 50

Mya? (2) Is there any on-going illegitimate recombination in ex-

tant genomes? (3) If there are such recombinations, what genes

have been affected and have they been affected along their whole

or partial sequence length? (4) What factors may have contributed

to retain illegitimate recombination? (5) Sequence base composi-

tion variation is often related to gene conversion; do these grass

genes provide any supportive evidence?

Results

Homologous gene quartets

To detect possible gene conversion between duplicated genes on

paralogous chromosomes, we defined quartets of homologous

genes by exploiting gene colinearity information. Supposing that

a pair of duplicated chromosomal segments had been produced by

the WGD in the common ancestor of rice and sorghum, then

a homologous gene quartet is formed by two rice paralogous genes

R1 and R2, and their respective sorghum orthologs S1 and S2

(Fig. 1A). If no conversion (nonreciprocal recombination) between

the duplicates occurred after species divergence, the orthologs

should be more similar to one another than either is to the

paralogs (Fig. 1B). However, if there has been conversion, we may

find aberrant gene tree topology changes (Fig. 1C–E). Gene tree

topology is measured based on homologous sequence similarity,

and is further checked by bootstrap tests. Since gene sequences

may be wholly or partially converted, we employed different

methods to detect whole gene conversion and partial gene con-

version, respectively (see Methods for details).

Rice–sorghum conversion

We detected 1811 rice–sorghum quartets (Supplemental Table 1),

involving 3622 (12.9% and 13.1% of all) rice and sorghum genes,

respectively. These quartets reside in nine large duplicated blocks

in both species (Fig. 2A,B), distributed unequally among the

chromosomes.

We removed highly divergent quartets from further analysis

when the gaps in their alignment account for >50% of the align-

ment length or amino acid identity between any two homologs is

<40%, since such divergent sequences would result in problematic

alignment, and consequently lead to false inference of conversion.

We successfully aligned the sequences for 1721 quartets and

characterized the sequence similarity between homologs. Align-

ment at a more stringent criterion, requiring >70% protein se-

quence similarity, yielded a similar result, but only permitted

analysis of approximately one-third of the quartets. The following

analyses are based on the relatively lenient criteria.

By checking aberrant tree topology, at bootstrap percentage

$80% we found that 14.2% (244 pairs) of rice paralogs have been

converted after rice–sorghum divergence, including 5.5% whole

and 8.7% partial gene conversions (Table 1). Paralogous pairs on

different chromosomes have been unequally affected by gene

conversion (Fig. 2C). The most affected chromosomes are Os11

and Os12, with 55.7% of paralogs being affected. In contrast, no

paralogs on Os03 and Os12 have been affected. Paralogs on some

chromosomes, e.g., Os02, Os04, and Os06, have been more af-

fected by partial than whole gene conversion, while those on the

other chromosomes, e.g., Os03 and Os10, have been more affected

by whole gene conversion.

Fewer sorghum paralogs have been converted than their rice

counterparts. At bootstrap percentage $80%, 12.2% (210) of sor-

ghum paralogs have been converted, including 4.1% whole and

8.1% partial gene conversions (Table 1). Conversion rates also

show an unequal distribution among sorghum chromosomes (Fig.

2D). Interestingly, sorghum chromosomes show similar conver-

sion patterns to their rice orthologs. Orthologous to Os11 and

Os12 in rice, Sb05 and Sb08 are the most converted chromosomes

in sorghum (45%). None of Os03–Os12 paralogs has been con-

verted, and only one of their orthologs on Sb01 and Sb08 has been

converted. Like Os02, Os04, and Os06, the paralogs on their sor-

ghum orthologs Sb04, Sb06, and Sb10 have been more affected by

partial, rather than whole, gene conversion, while those on other

sorghum chromosomes have been more affected by whole gene

conversion. The rice and sorghum paralogs in 69 quartets (4.4%)

have been wholly converted in both species after their divergence,

Figure 1. Definition of homologous gene quartets and inference of
conversion based on phylogenetic topology changes. (A) Arrows show
genes and the like-colored ones show homologous genes. Paralogous
gene quartets formed by rice (R) paralogous genes R1 and R2, and their
respective sorghum (S) orthologs S1 and S2. (B–E) Squares symbolize
a duplication event in the common ancestral genome and circles sym-
bolize species divergence. The expected phylogenetic relationship of the
homologous quartets is displayed in (B) if no conversion has occurred; (C )
if gene R2 is converted by R1; (D) if gene S1 is converted by S2; and (E ) if
both the above conversions occurred.
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more than the expected 43 quartets (P-value = 0.03), indicating

that some genes are more prone to gene conversion in both spe-

cies. Some examples of converted genes are shown (Supplemental

Fig. 1), including genes encoding 60s ribosomal protein, phos-

phatidate cytidylyltransferase, and esterase.

On-going conversion

Some duplicated genes have quite small synonymous and non-

synonymous nucleotide substitution difference (pS and pN, re-

spectively) values, suggesting the possibility of having recently

been converted. These young duplicates are distributed across all

rice and sorghum chromosomes. Outstanding evidence of on-

going gene conversion is from the duplicated region near the

termini of Os11 and Os12, which is shared with corresponding

sorghum orthologs Sb5 and Sb8, implying a duplication event in

the common ancestor of rice and sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009).

However, the duplicated genes appear especially young, with the

initial paralogous rice sequences showing 99% identity, and indi-

cating frequent and on-going recombination between duplicated

regions, which results in an L-shaped pS distribution pattern that

is not observed in the other blocks (Supplemental Figs. 2 and 3).

Conversion and evolution

Conversion homogenizes paralogous gene sequence. This makes

the affected paralogs appear younger than expected, based on se-

quence divergence with one another.

pN and pS values between the affected

paralogs are often much smaller than

those not affected (Table 2). The con-

verted rice paralogs have an averaged pS =

0.15 and pN = 0.06, significantly smaller

than those (0.49 and 0.20, respectively)

of nonconverted paralogs. The converted

sorghum paralogs have an averaged pS =

0.24 and pN = 0.08, also significantly

smaller than those (0.50 and 0.19, re-

spectively) of nonconverted paralogs.

Do the converted genes evolve slowly?

We could not find the answer based on

the paralogs themselves, the pairwise

distance between what could have been

distorted by gene conversion. Compara-

tive analysis of the corresponding ortho-

logs can provide some insight. We

estimated the nucleotide differences of

orthologs classified into two groups,

those whose paralogs were affected by

whole gene conversion in both species

and those whose paralogs were not af-

fected in either species. If conversion did

not affect evolution, we would find the pS

and pN values in the two groups to be

similar, or we would find different pS and

pN. Our analysis with the rice–sorghum

orthologs indicates that the conversion-

related group has a little larger, rather

than smaller, pN and pS (Table 2), showing

that converted paralogs evolve faster

(significantly for pS) than those not af-

fected.

No evidence suggests a change in selection pressure in the

converted genes. The converted rice paralogs have an averaged pN/

pS ratio = 0.34 and nonconverted paralogs have a ratio of 0.44,

suggesting a significant selection pressure difference (Table 2). The

converted sorghum paralogs also have a smaller average ratio than

that of the nonconverted (0.31 vs. 0.42). However, we note that

based on the paralogs themselves we could not find the actual

selection pressure difference. Because paralogous nonsynony-

mous and synonymous nucleotide substitution differences have

been distorted to be smaller by possible gene conversion, their

ratios have also been distorted. Therefore, we turn to rice–sorghum

orthologs for help again, whose divergences have not been

(directly) affected by gene conversion, and their pS seem to ap-

proximately reflect the time of rice–sorghum divergence. A com-

parative analysis with the rice–sorghum orthologs indicates that

the ratios are basically the same between the converted and

nonconverted groups (0.35 and 0.34, respectively; P-value = 0.60).

This shows that gene conversion has not caused obvious changes

in selection pressure.

Conversion and physical location

The physical location of genes may correlate with their chance of

being converted. Quartets are often distributed on the distal

regions on chromosomes (Fig. 2). We investigated gene conversion

rates in relation to proximity to chromosomal termini. Our anal-

ysis indicates that genes near the chromosomal termini are more

Figure 2. Genome duplications and conversion patterns in rice sorghum. We show in C and D all the
wholly converted genes in largest duplicated blocks. Colored lines are adopted to show homologous
regions between chromosomes in two genomes. (A) Duplication in rice; (B) duplication in sorghum; (C )
conversion in rice; and (D) conversion in sorghum.
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frequently affected by gene conversion (Table 3). In rice, affected

genes have an average distance of 6.1 Mb to termini (P-value =

0.03), with wholly converted being 3 Mb (P-value = 4.7 3 10�41),

as compared with 6.6 Mb of total rice genes in quartets. In sor-

ghum, affected genes have an average distance of 7.6 Mb to ter-

mini (P-value = 2.1 3 10�4), with wholly converted being 5.4 Mb

(4.3 3 10�13), as compared with 8.6 Mb. In rice, >50% of wholly

converted genes are in the initial 2 Mb regions on the chromo-

somal termini, in which ~40% of the duplicated genes have been

converted. In sorghum, 48.6% of wholly converted genes are in

the initial 2 Mb regions on the chromosomal termini, in which

~34.5% of the duplicated genes have been converted.

Conversion and GC content

We found no correlation between gene conversion and GC con-

tent. In both rice and sorghum, converted paralogs usually have

similar GC content to nonconverted paralogs (in rice: 0.58 vs.

0.58; in sorghum: 0.58 vs. 0.59) (Supplemental Table 1). This

indicates that conversion is not the cause of GC elevation, as

further discussed in the Supplemental text.

Conversion and gene function

Converted genes tend to have more similar expression patterns

than nonconverted duplicates. We obtained expression measures

from microarrays for 917 rice duplicated pairs, finding 24.8% of

them significantly correlated in expression, as compared to ran-

dom samples. Comparatively, 38.5% of the wholly converted

duplicates are significantly correlated in expression, a much

higher percentage than all the duplicates (P-value < 2.2 3 10�16,

being the smallest P-value that R language can output), while the

correlation pattern between partially converted genes is similar to

that of other duplicates. By checking the expressed sequence tags

(ESTs) of sorghum unigenes, we obtained similar findings as to

rice. Both the wholly and partially converted genes often have

similar numbers of ESTs (Pearson coefficient rho = 0.57/0.66 and

P-value = 1.4 3 10�4/7.3 3 10�11, respectively), much higher than

the nonconverted genes (rho = 0.293).

We found weak evidence that genes with specific functions

have been preferentially converted. By checking the Pfam do-

mains in the converted and nonconverted duplicated genes, we

found that a small fraction (5.1% and 5.7%, respectively) of rice

and sorghum duplicates have been likely preferentially converted

at significance level 0.01. The most affected domains are LysM

domains (PF01476), citrate transporter domains (PF03600), and

EF hand domains (PF00036) in rice, and multicopper oxidase

domains (PF07732 and PF00394) and pollen allergen domains

(PF01357) in sorghum. However, after Bonferroni correction,

none is significantly enriched in converted genes.

Discussion

Polyploidy and conversion

Recently, genome-scale analysis indicates that gene conversion

may be quite common in divergent species such as yeast (Gao and

Innan 2004) and mammals (Ezawa et al. 2006), and was supposed

to explain low sequence divergence between duplicated genes in

plants after large-scale genome doubling (Chapman et al. 2006).

Table 1. Statistics of converted paralogs in rice and sorghum

Chromosomes
of quartets Quartet1a Quartet2b

Rice paralogs wholly
convertedc

Sorghum paralogs
wholly converted

Rice paralogs partially
converted

Sorghum paralogs
partially converted

All B.P. > 0.8d All B.P. > 0.8 All B.P. > 0.8 All B.P. > 0.8

Os01_Os05_Sb03_Sb09 476 457 5 (0.011) 1 (0.002) 2 (0.004) 1 (0.002) 141 (0.308) 64 (0.14) 122 (0.267) 60 (0.131)
Os02_Os04_Sb04_Sb06 270 262 7 (0.027) 1 (0.004) 3 (0.011) 2 (0.008) 75 (0.286) 39 (0.149) 53 (0.202) 39 (0.149)
Os02_Os06_Sb04_Sb10 303 283 5 (0.0177) 1 (0.004) 5 (0.018) 1 (0.004) 94 (0.332) 46 (0.163) 61 (0.216) 39 (0.138)
Os03_Os07_Sb01_Sb02 215 203 6 (0.030) 1 (0.005) 2 (0.010) 1 (0.005) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Os03_Os10_Sb01_Sb01 117 116 53 (0.457) 14 (0.121) 27 (0.233) 5 (0.043) 1 (0.009) 1 (0.009) 1 (0.009) 1 (0.009)
Os03_Os12_Sb01_Sb08 50 46 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0.022) 1 (0.022) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Os04_Os08_Sb06_Sb07 43 38 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Os08_Os09_Sb07_Sb02 194 185 7 (0.038) 3 (0.016) 3 (0.016) 1 (0.005) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Os11_Os12_Sb05_Sb08 143 131 80 (0.611) 73 (0.557) 70 (0.534) 59 (0.450) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Summary 1811 1721 163 (0.088) 94 (0.055) 113 (0.066) 71 (0.041) 311 (0.181) 150 (0.087) 237 (0.138) 139 (0.081)

aAll detected quartets are included.
bQuartets successfully aligned are included.
cConversion rates are in parentheses.
dB.P. denotes bootstrapping percentage.

Table 2. Nucleotide substitution rates of quartets in rice and sorghum

Rice paralogs Sorghum paralogs Rice–sorghum orthologs

pN pS pN/pS pN pS pN/pS pN pS pN/pS

Genes wholly converteda 0.055 0.146 0.343 0.082 0.249 0.311 0.147 0.424 0.345
Genes nonconvertedb 0.199 0.486 0.436 0.197 0.499 0.417 0.132 0.396 0.339
P-value 7.58310�28 7.36310�86 3.70310�3 2.09310�19 2.76310�57 3.07310�4 0.078 0.041 0.594

aBoth rice and sorghum paralogs (69 in total) were wholly converted.
bNeither rice nor sorghum paralogs (1021) were converted.
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Angiosperms have been recursively affected by WGDs (Tang

et al. 2008a), which may often be followed by genome instability,

characterized by massive DNA rearrangement, inversion, and DNA

loss, often leading to reestablishment of diploid heredity. Soon

after polyploidization, multiple homologous chromosomes or

chromosomal segments may compete to pair and recombine with

one another, forming multivalent structures during meiosis.

DNA rearrangement may inhibit the chance of pairing between

affected chromosomes or chromosomal segments. Gradually,

structural and sequence divergence may establish neo-homolo-

gous chromosome pairs with bivalent structure reestablished

during meiosis. Those chromosomes or chromosomal segments

sharing ancestry, but less similar in structure and sequence, are

then referred to as homoeologous. Though widespread and fre-

quent recombination between homoeologous DNA segments may

have been restricted, occasional and small-scale recombination

may persist for a long time. The present analysis in rice and sor-

ghum reveals extensive homoeologous recombination millions of

years after genome duplication, which may have contributed

to the evolution of these plants and their ancestors. By using

GENECONV (Sawyer 1989), pairwise searching for conversion

between Arabidopsis paralogs produced by whole-genome dupli-

cation found no evidence of conversion (Zhang et al. 2002),

however, using the same method, an exploration for conversion

in rice revealed 377 events in 626 multigene families (Xu et al.

2008). This controversy may result from the fact that Arabidopsis

genes diverge faster than rice genes and may more frequently

escape conversion; or massive genome fractionation after re-

current genome duplications may have greatly restricted conver-

sion (Tang et al. 2008a).

As shown above, physical location is related to conversion

rate in rice and sorghum with more conversion nearer to the

telomere. Assuming that sequence similarity is the physical basis

for recombination, this finding is reasonable for several reasons.

First, gene sequences, often more abundant in regions away from

centromeres, are more conservative than other sequences and,

therefore, better preserve sequence similarity with their homoeo-

log. Gene colinearity is often found in gene-dense (enchromatic)

regions, where legitimate recombination (in contrast to illegiti-

mate recombination) is active but not in the gene-scarce (hetero-

chromatid) regions (Bowers et al. 2005). Active recombination

may preserve sequence similarity by removing deleterious muta-

tions (Carvalho 2003). Second, repetitive elements are often

enriched in pericentromeric regions, which reduce large-scale se-

quence similarity between homoeologous segments by inducing

DNA rearrangements and mutations. In both rice and sorghum,

long-terminal repeat (LTR) elements are substantially enriched in

the pericentromeric regions, making up ;50% of all DNA in rice

and ;80% in sorghum, as compared to only 20%–30% in the

gene-dense regions (Yu et al. 2005; Paterson et al. 2009). In the

initial 2 Mb DNA short arms of Os11 and Os12, where conversion

is the highest, only ;15% of sequences are LTRs, as compared with

an average of ;42% throughout the genome (Yu et al. 2002). The

corresponding regions in sorghum show similarly low levels of

LTRs.

The sizes of duplicated blocks of genes may be positively

correlated with conversion rate. The smallest blocks, such as the

ones between Os03 and Os12, and Os04 and Os08, have the

lowest conversion (Table 1), as do their orthologous sorghum

segments. When small duplicated blocks are buried in chromo-

somes that otherwise share little or no homoeology, they may

have little chance to pair. This may be particularly true when

other regions of the chromosome do have large-scale homoeology

with other chromosomes, leaving the small duplicated regions at

a disadvantage in forming homoeologous duplexes.

DNA inversion may have directly contributed to recom-

bination restriction between homoeologous regions. Though

Os01 and Os05 share large-scale homoeology characterized by

~600 homoeologous genes and 476 quartets, the conversion rate

between them is among the lowest, as is also the case with the

orthologous sorghum chromosomes. A possible explanation is

that the homoeologous genes are in two divided groups near each

end of the chromosomes, and that a large inversion before the

rice–sorghum divergence in the short arm (Paterson et al. 2009)

may have reduced competence to form homoeologous duplexes.

Recombination might have been restricted in a non-

synchronized manner. We found that conversion rates differ

among duplicated blocks produced by GD. We infer that re-

combination suppression among homoeologous blocks might

not have occurred at the same time, i.e., some may be restricted

earlier than others, in that antirecombination factors, such as

chromosomal rearrangements, might have occurred in a stochas-

tic way. Though there is clear evidence that the paralogous

segment on the termini of the short arms of Os11 and Os12, and

the corresponding regions on S05 and S08, was produced before

species divergence, illegitimate recombination has continued for

millions of years.

Interestingly, the rice and sorghum orthologous chromo-

somes/chromosomal segments show similar patterns of gene

conversion. This might be explained in that the divergence levels

between the ancestral paralogous chromosomes in the cereal

common ancestor influenced the recombination pattern in the

offspring. Unlike the other rice chromosomes, Os02, Os04, and

Os06, and their respective orthologs Sb04, Sb06, and Sb10, have

higher partial, rather than whole, gene conversions. However, the

direct cause needs further exploration.

Homoeologous recombination may occur at very different

rates among different duplicated blocks and have been on-going

Table 3. Gene physical location and gene conversion

Distance to telomere <2 Mbp
2–4
Mbp

4–6
Mbp

6–8
Mbp

8–10
Mbp >10 Mbp

Rice
Genes in quartets 510 620 649 451 354 712

Genes wholly converted (%) 0.316 0.131 0.032 0.062 0.037 0.020
All converted genes (%) 0.400 0.255 0.250 0.275 0.299 0.261

Sorghum
Genes in quartets 391 409 552 471 366 1107

Gene wholly converted (%) 0.263 0.110 0.027 0.013 0.030 0.029
All converted genes (%) 0.345 0.242 0.190 0.163 0.232 0.167
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between specific chromosomal segments. This is supported by the

fact that some homoeologous genes have very little nucleotide

difference. Clear evidence is from the homoeologous genes on the

initial 3 Mb of the short arms’ termini of Os11 and Os12, where pS

is as low as zero, as described in our previous report (Wang et al.

2007). Previously, the segment was reported to be recently dupli-

cated (5–7 Mya) (The Rice Chromosomes 11 and 12 Sequencing

Consortia 2005; Wang et al. 2005), but a comparison with the

sorghum genome shows that it existed before sorghum and rice

diverged about 50 Mya (Paterson et al. 2009), showing its ancient

nature.

Conversion and evolution

Gene conversion has been widely used to explain the evolution of

large gene families, such as histone genes (Ohta 1984) and rRNA

genes (Brown et al. 1972). It was reported that gene conversion

may make these genes evolve at quite a slow pace. Our above

analysis indicates that converted genes may evolve faster than

those not converted. Though the converted genes have relatively

small sequence divergence between them, they only appear

young. The fast evolution of converted genes can be explained by

classical evolutionary theory, which anticipates that gene re-

dundancy may lead to relatively fast mutation accumulation in at

least one of the genes, supported by both comparative sequence

analysis and genetic theory (Lynch and Conery 2000). Therefore,

we propose that conversion acts as an occasional, sometimes fre-

quent, interruption to gene evolution, after which the homoge-

nized gene copies restart their respective evolutionary journeys;

and as an accelerating force contributing abrupt changes to af-

fected genes. Our research supports the previously proposed

linkage between gene conversion and highly conserved gene

clusters. However, the conservative nature of these genes leads to

the occurrence of gene conversion between homologs, this con-

version may not actually contribute to gene conservation.

Methods

Inference of homologous quartets
Rice and sorghum (version 1.0) sequences were downloaded from
the RAP2 database (http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/E/index.html) and
Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute (http://www.jgi.
doe.gov/). We performed all-against-all BLASTP between rice and
sorghum predicted proteins to search for potential anchors
(E_value < 1 3 10�5, top five matches) between every possible pair
of chromosomes in multiple genomes. The homologous pairs are
used as the input for MCscan (Tang et al. 2008b). A built-in scoring
scheme for MCscan is min(�log10E_value, 50) for every matching
gene pair and �1 for each 10 Kb distance between anchors and
blocks that have scores >300 were kept. The resulting syntenic
chains are evaluated using a procedure by ColinearScan (Wang
et al. 2006).

Detecting whole gene conversion

The above quartets were aligned with ClustalW (Thompson et al.
1994), and alignments for which gaps accounted for >50% of the
alignment length or amino acid identity <40% were removed from
further analysis. For paralogous quartets defined (Fig. 1A), since
paralogous genes were produced prior to the species divergence,
we anticipate that the orthologs S1 and R1, and S2 and R2 were
more similar to one another than to their respective paralogs (Fig.

1B), if there had been no gene conversion. However, aberrant gene
tree topologies reflect independent or concurrent conversion
events (Fig. 1C–E). To detect possible whole gene conversion, we
used phylogenetic analysis to identify possible topology changes
in the homologous quartets. To reflect the gene tree topology, we
characterized sequence similarity between homologs in quartets.
A bootstrap test was performed to evaluate the significance of
putative gene conversions with 1000 repetitive samplings to pro-
duce a bootstrap frequency indicating the confidence level of the
supposed conversion. To detect possible partial gene conversion,
we integrated a tree topology search and a dynamic programming
algorithm to search the partially affected regions $10 nucleotides
in length, as previously reported (Wang et al. 2007).

Pfam analysis

Genes in homologous quartets were linked to the PFAM domains
(version 22) by running BLAST at E-value threshold 1310�5.

Expression analysis

Rice gene expression data were downloaded from NCBI Gene Ex-
pression Omnibus (GSE6893) (Barrett et al. 2009), containing 45
Affymetrix microarray slides and for 15 samples (each having
three replicates), which was generated with various tissues and
organs, including seedling root, young, and mature leaves, and at
different stages of reproductive development, such as panicle
and seed (Jain et al. 2007). Quality of arrays was assessed using
affyPLM in Bioconductor (Gentleman et al. 2004), and one slide
(GSM159192) was discarded for being a possible artifact, suggested
by a broken image. We measured expression level by using the
robust multiarray average (RMA) method (Irizarry et al. 2003).
Presence calls for all probe sets in each slide were made by using
the MAS5 algorithm (Affymetrix). A probe set was taken to be
present in the sample if present calls were assigned for all replicates
for that sample. Since we were analyzing the RAP2 gene models to
reveal conversion, the loci defined by the Institute of Genome
Research (TIGR) in the array analysis were linked to the RAP2 gene
models. One RAP2 gene model may be related to multiple TIGR
loci, and vice versa. We took only the genes with one-to-one cor-
respondence between RAP2 models and TIGR loci in the present
analysis. To measure the expression divergence between dupli-
cated genes, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for
each pair with RAM measures.

Sorghum bicolor transcript assemblies (48932 unigenes as-
sembled from 203575 ESTs) were downloaded from TIGR Plant
Transcript Assemblies database (Childs et al. 2007). Each of the
unigenes is composed of varying numbers of ESTs, which are used
to approximate the number of times a particular gene model is
sampled. To measure the expression pattern correlation between
duplicated genes, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the
numbers of ESTs of the duplicated genes was calculated.

Gene phylogeny

Example trees were constructed with MEGA (Tamura et al. 2007)
based on protein sequence alignment, and bootstrap tests were
performed to show stability of twigs in trees.
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